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The extreme rain storms that strike with increasing frequency—such as the 

Memorial Day weekend downpours in Texas— are having devastating effects 

beyond the severe flooding they cause. Sudden and forceful rains overwhelm 

urban storm-drain systems, as water pours over roads, rooftops and other 

impervious surfaces, washing away dust, oil, trash and waste of all kinds. This 

dirty wash then runs into rivers, streams and lakes, and pollutes downstream 

drinking water.

Storm water has become a principal contributor to water pollution 

nationwide, according to the Environmental Protection Agency. More than 

700 U.S. cities use combined storm-water and sewer systems, and many are 

now overwhelmed by the pollution problem. When their overflows foul 

nearby waterways, these cities face federal legal action under the Clean Water 

Act, and penalties that range from millions of dollars in fines to billions 

in mandated spending on traditional equipment such as pipes, tanks and 

treatment plants.

Excerpt from “Green Roofs, Built on Private Investment,” (2015) in BloombergView. Co-authored by Mark 

Tercek and Douglas Petno.
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